
Increasing 
Earnings  

e have seen that at every income level people can and do find small ways to save for 

their future  owever good savings habits by themselves cannot deliver financial health  

Instead we must also look to drive earnings and put more money in people s pockets  

adly  the cost of living in a majority of the United tates exceeds what can be earned 

full time on a minimum wage  eople living in the U  are still struggling to get by  

despite working more than ever   

2017
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o help individuals achieve income stability  we are focusing on increasing income for 

the most vulnerable populations: elderly populations without a sustainable income  

hourly workers subjected to schedule variability  and upplemental Nutrition ssistance 

lan N  applicants  

o help these populations  we partnered with four organi ations launching four 

experiments  ere are some of our key takeaways:

1. We can help older adults increase
their earnings by indicating that an

“age milestone” is pending and that

they need to take action now to

change their circumstances. In our

experiment with ilvernest  a

company that helps older adults find

and share housing  we found that

older adults expressed more interest in

potentially renting out a spare room and earning extra income when ads

included age milestones  i e  You are  turning  ur experiment doubled

click-through rates on ilvernest s ads from  to 

2. We can help seniors search for “gig

economy” jobs if we appeal to their values, but

there is more work to be done. e worked with

s job site to help seniors find additional

income through gig economy jobs such as Uber

and ask abbit

ur intervention asked visitors to first answer uestions about their values and 

then search for a job  oughly  of the seniors who made it through the entire 

intervention clicked to learn more about a specific job opportunity  he effect of 

the additional friction added to the flow by the values uestions was more 
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impactful than the additional motivation provided by the values uestions  

resulting in lower completion rates in our experimental condition  than in 

our control   

. eminders are not a uick . We worked with omebase, a scheduling app for
small businesses  to increase on-time attendance rates by hourly workers

oughly  of omebase employees have missed more than  of their total

shifts in the previous  days  e ran a five-condition experiment to see if sending

employees reminders about their upcoming shifts would help drive employees to

show up more often and show up on time  owever  none of the five conditions

outperformed the control condition  which did not send reminders  e will be

following up with ualitative interviews to examine other barriers to on-time

attendance that may be at play

e also worked with obin ood Foundation and Benefits ata rust B  to test

if reminders about deadlines and forms could help N  applicants complete their

application  Currently  over half of applicants don t complete their application  he

results from this experiment are still pending

ur research in this area is in its early stages  e re continuing to explore how to help 

people increase their income   
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sing age 
i es nes  

i a e e a i r 
Partner Type: Startup Partner Cohort: 2017 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed 

ccording to tanford s Center on Longevity  seniors are the segment of the population 

with the greatest financial security  ocial ecurity and pension plans help keep non-

income earning seniors out of poverty  owever  with rising cost of living and the erosion 

of defined benefit plans  the financial future of this segment of the population is 

uncertain  In a recent study by the Institute on ssets and ocial olicy  over one-third of 

senior households incur debt or have no money left over after meeting essential 

expenses  In other words  there is no wiggle room for these seniors  

o help older adults earn more money we partnered 

with ilvernest  a company that matches older 

homeowners with potential renters   

his is a win-win situation for both parties  he 

homeowner gets extra income  while the renter has 

access to low-cost housing  In addition  they both 

find companionship  his is not a trivial point since 

numerous studies have linked companionship to 

longevity  

 2017 
Silvernest
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
hen we analy ed ilvernest s entire membership base and sign-up flow  we found an 

imbalance between the supply and demand in their market place   

ilvernest had many more renters than homeowners  In order to ensure the success of 

their platform  ilvernest needed to attract more homeowners to list their homes   

e iment 
o increase the number of homeowners to the site  we relied on existing research on 

milestones  esearch from dam lter and al ershfield shows that people are more 

likely to engage in life-altering behaviors when they approach a new decade in age e g  

at ages    etc   

It seems that when 

people approach a new 

decade  they feel the 

need to figure everything 

out  e wondered if the 

same age milestone  

principle could work for 

the age of   

e ran ads targeting -

year-olds on Facebook in 

three different markets  

e randomi ed the -

year-olds between two 

conditions  In the control 

condition  the ad read 

You re getting older   
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re you ready for retirement? ouse sharing can help   In the experimental condition  

the ad read You re  turning  re you ready for retirement? ouse sharing can 

help    

esu ts 
ur Facebook ads ran for four days  reaching 

close to  -year-olds  ur main 
variable of interest was click-through rates 
across both conditions  Interestingly  our 
experimental condition more than doubled 
click-through rates  he experimental 

condition received a  click-through-rate  

compared to a  click-through rate in the 

control condition these differences were statistically significant at p  hese click-

through rates are astonishing  considering that the average click-through rate on 

Facebook is roughly 

Control Condition Experimental Condition

Figure 1: Facebook ads by condition 

.4 % clic throu h
rate, compared to previous 
2.4 % clic throu h rate.
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m a t 
Based on the results of this experiment  ilvernest has changed its advertising 

strategy  and is now targeting specific age groups  ince these changes were 

implemented  they ve seen higher homeowner sign-up rates  In  we will continue 

to experiment with age milestones to understand if the effect can be replicated for 

other age groups  

Using “age milestones” more 
than DOUBLED click-through 
rates on our ads

— Silvernest 

Control Condition

Figure 2: Click-trough rates by condition
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Can fo s n  on 
al es n ease ob

see n  be a o s   

Partner Type: NPO  Partner Cohort: 2017 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed  

ccording to the overnment 

ccountability ffice  the merican 

retirement system designed to help 

workers and retirees faces major 

challenges in the days and years 

ahead   

he average merican does not 

save enough for a comfortable 

retirement  nearly half of all 

families have no retirement savings 

at all  dditionally  ocial ecurity  faces long-term funding challenges  and may not 

provide ade uate income for millions of older mericans who depend on the benefits for 

most or all of their income  

o combat this crisis  we reviewed  and performed a survey around an  project 

focused on helping people over  earn extra money through flexible contracting work  

s xtra oney  webpage educates users around gig economy jobs  like Uber or 

ask abbit  based on their skillset I can  and what they enjoy doing I like  as well 

as the potential pros and cons of certain gig economy jobs  

2017 
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e conducted a behavioral diagnosis of the xtra oney  website and noted the 

following key insights:  

1. There were several questions in the skills assessment tool. There were over

twelve questions for users to answer regarding their skills and interests before

they were presented with potential job opportunities. We worked with AARP to

decrease the number of questions, reducing unnecessary barriers, while still

allowing users to attain enough information to take action.  

2. The website focused on educating users on job opportunities but was less

effective in communicating how to take action. Once a user determined a gig

opportunity might be right for them, without a deadline or a reason to act in the

short term, we hypothesized that users would be in a “discovery” mindset

versus an “action” mindset when searching through the potential jobs. We

designed an experiment to test our hypothesis.
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e iment 
e focused on trying to increase users  intrinsic motivation to apply for job opportunities 

if such opportunity made sense for the individual user  e hypothesi ed that getting 

users to list their life values and internali e why getting a contracting job could fit in with 

those values might lead to higher intrinsic motivation    

o test if framing jobs in terms of values would increase the number of users clicking on 

a specific job opportunity  we modified s search tool  In the control condition  

users answered four uestions  detailing their likes  resources  willingness to engage in 

certain activities  and skill sets  In our experimental condition  users took an additional 

survey with two uestions on their values and then answered the same four uestions 

as is in the control condition  pproximately  users entered our experiment  

Control Condition

!
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two- uestion survey  however  our 

conversion rate increased to  note: this result could be attributable to a self-

selection bias  In short  when users pass our survey  they become more engaged and 

are more likely to successfully search for a job  he effect of the additional friction 

added to the flow by the values uestions was more impactful than the additional 

motivation provided by the values uestions  resulting in lower completion rates in our 

experimental condition  

he most important self-reported values were relationships with family and

friends  independence  and learning new skills

he least important self-reported values were music  government or politics  and

belonging to a group

+ + Control 
Condition

Figure 3: Questions by condition 

!

!

esu ts 
First  we analy ed conversion rates across the 

two conditions  measuring the number of 

people who successfully searched for a job  

ur control condition generated a  

conversion rate  In contrast  our experimental 

condition generated just a  conversion rate  

driven by a high drop-off rate at the start of our 

two- uestion survey  If users completed our

enerated a 24% conversion 
rate  our experimental 
condition enerated just a 
10% conversion rate driven 
by the added friction

Experimental Condition
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espondents cared more about having a flexible schedule than about earning

more money

he most common words used in the open-text uestion were can  and like

as people described what they are able to do and what they enjoy doing

m a t 
he  xtra oney team plans to use our results and learnings to improve the 

search function and language used on their website
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Can s ft e n e s  
n ease 

atten an e ates 
fo  o l  
e lo ees   
Partner Type: Startup Partner Cohort: 2017 

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: Completed 

ccording to  organ s 

eathering olatility report  almost 

four in ten individuals experienced a 

job transition in a given year  which 

makes up  of the month-to-

month volatility in labor income  

here are many reasons people lose 

or change jobs  but not showing up 

to work or being late consistently 

fall in the top reasons for 

termination  ccording to a CareerBuilder survey  more than half of employers expect 

employees to be on time every day  and  have fired someone for being late  he next 

logical uestion is: why are people late or missing work? Is it because they are 

intentionally trying to shirk on work? r  perhaps more likely  people forget or don t plan 

well  he alarm isn t set  or traffic is heavier than usual   

2017 
omebase
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o help employees show up and show up on time  we partnered with omebase  a 

scheduling application that helps employers schedule and employees know when to 

come to work   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e reviewed shift attendance rates of over 

 employees in omebase s database 

and determined that attendance in particular 

was an issue for employees  oughly  of 

omebase employees have missed more than 

 of their total shifts in the last  days  Not 

only does this put the late employees at risk of 

termination  but it also has a major negative 

impact on their coworkers who do show up  

who now have shorter breaks and longer 

shifts  

e iment 

ur intervention was simple: we reminded employees about their shifts  eminders 

have a long history in the behavioral sciences of helping people remember to vote  save 

money and get vaccinated  among other things   

e sent employees before-shift reminders via both email and push notifications 

through the omebase app and varied the timing of the reminder the night before the 

shift or  hour before the shift  the number of reminders per shift  or  and the text 

of the reminder telling people with whom they were working with or giving them an out  

to trade shifts  

e randomly assigned  omebase employees who had worked in the past 

month to one of six conditions shown below  In total we tested five different 

reminders  and assigned each employee to receive only one type of reminder before 

their shifts  hose in the control condition did not receive reminders  he reminders 

incorporated different behavioral principles: four of the reminders went out the night 

before each shift to address employees forgetting about their shift  and two went out 

ou hly 0% of omebase 
employees have missed 
more than 7% of their total 
shifts in the last 0 days
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an hour before each shift to remind employees to leave enough time for their commute  

In condition four  the reminder invoked social proof and showed employees pictures of 

the coworkers that they would be working with during their shift to encourage them to 

come to work  

esu ts 

e analy ed over  shifts over a 

-day period  n average  employees 

worked four shifts per week  hours  

In our control condition  employees were 

on-time to  of their shifts  late to 

of their shifts  and missed  of their 

shifts

Condition 1 

Night Before

Condition 2 

1 Hour Before

Condition 3 

Night Before + 
1 Hour Before

Condition 4 

Social proof

Condition 5 

Trade Shift

Control 

No reminders

1 Reminder 

Email + push 
night before shift 
at 8 pm

1 Reminder 

Email + push 1 
hour before shift 
start 

2 Reminders 

Email + push 
night before shift 
at 8 pm  

Email + push 1 
hour before shift 
start

1 Reminder 

Email + push 
night before shift 
at 8 pm 

“You are working 
with [5] others 
today” + 
coworkers’ 
photos. 

1 Reminder 

Email + push 
night before shift 
at 8 pm 

Quick link to 
trade shifts.

No reminders 

Figure 4: Summary of  conditions

one of our five 
experimental conditions 
impacted on time rates or 
show up rates
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Unfortunately  none of our five experimental 

conditions impacted on-time rates or show-up 

rates   

here are a number of possible reasons why our 

reminders may not have impacted attendance 

rates  including:  

1.“ orgetfulness” may not be the biggest barrier. 

It could be that hourly employees are already 

aware of their shifts and don t need reminders  

ransportation hurdles  missed alarm clocks  and 

other mundane barriers could be the main reason 

for employees  tardiness   

2. ur reminders may have been insuf cient.

esearch by aniel Fernandes and ohn Lynch

suggests that reminders don t work for people who have a low propensity to 

plan  In our study it s possible that reminders did not do enough to help 

employees plan how they would get to work when to start getting ready when 

to leave  etc   

. ur reminders may have increased cancellation. he National ealth ervice
N  reviewed  reminder interventions and found that reminders increased

both attendance rates and last-minute cancellations  In short  more people show

up  but more people actively cancel  It is possible that in our study reminders

increased last-minute shift cancellations

m a t 
e are continuing to understand what other factors could impact attendance rates  

including transportation hurdles and scheduling preferences   
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Partner Cohort: 2016 

s n  e n e s to 
n ease bene t 

a l at ons n 
C 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field  

he upplemental Nutrition ssistance rogram N  formerly known as the Food 

tamp rogram  is the United tates  federally-funded food assistance program for low-

income individuals and families  pproximately one in seven mericans participate in 

N  making N  one of the most important government programs in the United 

tates  In   million people relied on N  benefits to supplement their food 

consumption   

Unfortunately  there are over  million 

individuals who are eligible for N  but are not 

receiving benefits  o help these people get the 

necessary aid they are entitled to  we worked 

with obin ood Foundation  a high-impact 

poverty-fighting organi ation in New York  and 

Benefits ata rust B  an organi ation that 

focuses on assisting individuals through the 

N  application process  

2017 
Robin Hood 

and BDT

13 million individuals
are eli ible for S  but 
are not receivin  benefits.
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e conducted a behavioral analysis to understand the N  application process  e 

listened to initial application phone calls  conducted a behavioral diagnosis of B s 

outreach mailers  talked to industry experts  and analy ed every form and touchpoint 

that N  recipients receive from the uman esources dministration epartment 

of ocial ervices  when applying to N  in New York City  e gathered two key 

insights:  

1. he application process is comple  and time consuming, leading to a massive
drop off. ccording to some experts  more than half of the applications started

are not finished

ost people drop out not because they do not 

want the benefits but because they fail to 

remember to submit documents or schedule 

an interview  

here are few support systems in place for 

people who forget to schedule an interview or 

submit their documents  

In order to understand which documents they need to mail in and by what 

deadline  these low-income families are expected to read through -page 

packets  In addition  the process is extremely time consuming  he U  

epartment of griculture U  estimates that the average applicant spends 

over six hours just to complete the application process   

2. he re certi cation process is also hard. N  recipients are expected to recertify
their eligibility every six to twelve months  N  recipients have to provide

relevant income documentation and complete a recertification interview  In many 

cases  if the recipient is more than  days late in completing these steps  they 

lose their N  benefits and have to complete a new application all over again

ost people drop out because 
they fail to remember to 
submit documents
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e iment 
o help N  applicants complete their applications  we worked with B  and obin 

ood to create an  reminder program for those N  recipients going through the 

recertification process  he text messages helped applicants remember key deadlines  

gather important documents  and easily access the New York City s uman esource 

dministration  hotline   

he reminder intervention was administered to thousands of N  recipients  he 

results of this experiment are still pending  and they will be released by B  and New 

York City s uman esource dministration once available  

obin ood and B  are also working on a  reminder program for those going 

through the application process for the first time   

One HALF of SNAP 
applications started are not 

completed.
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